Last term our Year Two class were just truly amazing in all areas of our fun packed curriculum.
They started the term by reading the book ‘Here We Are’ by Oliver Jeffers. It is full of interesting
facts which they wanted to investigate further so they created their own ‘Wonder Wall’. It is now full
of questions that they either wonder about or ones that they would like to investigate. They have
already found the answers to many questions and some questions have no answers so we just
wonder about them. Do you have a question which you wonder about?

‘Here Are We’ explains how animals and people come in all different shapes, sizes and colours so
Year Two studied their own faces and learned how to draw their own self- portraits. They added so
much detail using various media. Year Two have been learning about pencils having different shades
and they had great fun trying them out on their own portraits. After that they added slight colour to
their eyes, mouths and cheeks like artwork and photographs from the past. Can you find the self portraits for these children?

The class book also reminds us to be kind and Year Two always think of this especially when they
plan their class liturgies. This is a really special time and they love to prepare and lead their own
chosen class liturgy. They even used their own indoor break time to write very thoughtful and loving
prayers to share with the whole class. To help find good illustrations and stories they used their new
Bibles. If you have anyone you would like Year Two to pray for then please let us know.

Year Two are now learning their times tables and are very keen on using Times Tables Rock Stars.
They are very competitive and here they are learning their three times tables. Mind they are also
very good at looking like a real rock stars! Take a look - do you agree?

Finally, the Year Two class not only look like rock stars but Mr. Morris thinks they are also true rugby
stars. He couldn’t believe how skilled they all were and then they even managed to play tag rugby

games competitively against each other in only six weeks. Each week it was so hard to choose a
weekly sports person as they were all so worthy. However, we did chose and these are our chosen
champions. Keep reading our website to see who is our next weekly sport champion.
Well done Year Two for such a fantastic first half term.

